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Tod's  Gommimo shoes  for men

 
By NANCY BUCKLEY

MIAMI – Philanthropic efforts have been enacted by many brands worldwide, but when it
comes to efforts in Italy, the home country of many luxury houses, internal philanthropic
works are sparse, according to an executive from Tod’s at The New York Times
International Luxury Conference Dec. 3.

Luxury brands typically hold strong influences in their home cities and countries and can
therefore present themselves as chief contenders to lead social change through
philanthropy. Reaching out to foundations, historical landmarks and people in need can
create a positive aura around a brand and help the brands connect with their roots and
impact local communities.

“Well I tell you about my personal point of view, we are Italian, we live in the country that
everyone knows about the culture, monuments, good style of life, good quality of life,”
said Diego Della Valle, chairman and CEO of Tod’s S.p.A. “We need today, especially
today, to give a strong sign for our Italians and others that we are ready to support the work
of Italians.”
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Cultivating at home 
Tod’s has been well established in Italy for many years, so when the brand made the
decision to help restore the Coliseum, one of the most iconic monuments in the country, it
was a logical philanthropic move within the country.

Giving back to the consumer may not necessarily be a direct brand-to-consumer
connection, but supporting local cultures is indirectly supporting local economies. These
actions are logical for luxury brands because fashion is so often determined by the
culture in which it originated.

Diego Della Valle at INYT Conference 

“The idea is as it is  possible to do for Italian people like me who are visible, lucky and in
the position for our country, especially to ask back nothing,” Mr. Valle said. “We are here
for our country and we need to do many thing for the country and it is  important.”

Stepping out to fund a project, like the Coliseum restoration, without any direct branding or
marketing benefits, in a way, creates its own marketing campaign for Tod’s. The group
was not setting out to have their name on the Coliseum; they genuinely wanted to help
their own national monument.

Mr. Valle’s hope with the Coliseum was to spark a revolution among other Italian luxury
brands to step out and help their home country. With the political and social unrest, and
the rising number of unemployed individuals, helping the Coliseum may not be creating
jobs or feeding those in need, but it is  cultivating the country’s roots and looking to
preserve Italy’s heritage. In the future, this may help create jobs as more and more people
visit Italy to see the monument and experience the culture.

One at a time
Tod’s presence with the Coliseum included financial backing and control of timing,
otherwise the government and team of restoration experts are leading the project. Since
the start, other Italian brands have turned to other famous landmarks to help restore the
country’s culture.
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For instance, Italian fashion house Fendi is the sole benefactor of the project to restore the
Trevi Fountain and the Four Fountains in Rome.

The “Fendi for Fountains” initiative allows the brand to reinforce its Roman heritage by
giving back to the city that has supplied inspiration to the label over the years. Due to the
foot traffic at the Trevi Fountain, the brand will likely see a rise in brand awareness from
tourists (see story).

Also, Italy’s Bulgari is  investing in Italian heritage projects as a way to give back, while
also celebrating its 130th anniversary, with a $2 million pledge to restore Rome’s Spanish
Steps over a two-year period.

The project, slated to begin in 2015, will work to restore the iconic Italian landmark after
Italian prime minister Matteo Renzi asked for private investors to help maintain
monuments throughout the country. With Bulgari behind the restoration, the project will
likely leave an impression on travelers who visit the Spanish Steps (see story).

Brands who have the resources and are profitable tend to have some philanthropic
project, but choosing a project that is close to the brand’s DNA can resonate deeper within
the company and its consumers.

“Now it is  important that the success model that it is  better to take time to do things for the
others,” Mr. Valle said.

Final Take
Nancy Buckley, editorial assistant on Luxury Daily, New York 
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